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Thank you for the opportunity to read the draft proposal and be invited to give my feedback. As
with must documents of this nature it seems to be what is not included which is of concern.
While I am in favour of Tastafe gaining more flexibility in delivery, my concern is how this will be
achieved and what will be the expectation of the hierarchy on teaching staff.
I feel that if we move to a model with longer terms and less holidays the impact on
learners/trainees/apprentices will be negative.
In my 26 years with Tech/Tafe/Pollytechnic/Tastafe it has been my experience that staff and
students are prone to contracting illness in the week before terms finishes, resulting in the
holidays being absorbed by illness and recovery/caring for family members who became ill via
contact.
Therefore I fear longer terms will mean a drop in productivity for Tastafe and learners outcomes.
I would like to know what are these benefits of changing to Fair Work are? Under State service
we have 12 weeks holiday, yes we are paid slightly less, but after tax the  benefits of say $10,000
extra does  not add up to what we have now, we will not be better off.
I see this as a money saving operation conducted, again, be those not involved in education. I say
again, as I was teaching during the debacle which was Pollytechnic , before, and during which
there was no chance that feedback would be acted upon by the changers.
I feel we are being bullied into change for no advantage to ourselves.
Like Pollytechnic, how much has this transition cost Tasmanian tax payers so far? How much will
in cost long term? Will this be disclosed publicly? I think not! I believe consultants are doing
rather well so far.
Also I worry as the mention of what will not happen after the ”Proposed transition date”, 1 July
2022,  is meaning that the terms, continuity and entitlements will change before that date.
In relation to the vote  ratio of 50% to 50%+1  will this be a compulsory vote? What percentage
of Tastafe employee participation  is deemed acceptable, and by whom? The employees, or
employers or the board, or government?
In closing I am concerned that what ever feed back is submitted the out come will be what has
already been decided, as there will be no evidence of that feedback. Or will it be published
publicly? I think not.
Regrettable yours  Shirley Wardrope.  
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